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     ACTIVITIES                            Exemplar 

 REMEMBERING - What are the facts  

   1. Make a list (or draw pictures with labels) of the characters in the story. 
Write down words from the story that tell you something about them. 

 

 UNDERSTANDING - Show that you understand the story  

   2.  

   3. Draw a map of the settings showing where the action happened.  
Use labels. 

 

 APPLYING - Using what you know from the story  

   4. 
 

Make a poster warning other pigs about the wolves in this forest. 
 

Remember a poster should have an eye-catching title, information, and drawings. 
 

   5. Write a short poem or rap song about being hassled by the wolf.   

 ANALYSING - Breaking down the story to show how it works  

   6.                You are looking through a window at the most important event  
               in this story. Draw what you see. Explain what is happening. 
               Give a reason why you think this is the most important event.    

 

 7. Make a STORY WEB showing all the following: 
CHARACTERS, SETTING, PROBLEM, FEELINGS, ACTION, OUTCOME 

 

 CREATING - Coming up with new ideas  

   8. Design a gadget for the pigs so that the wolf will not be able to find them. 
 

Label your drawings or write descriptions to explain your interesting ideas.    
 

 EVALUATING - Sorting out the good from the bad   

   9. 

 

 

 

Make a list of the good things (Yellow Hat thinking) and the bad things 
(Black Hat thinking) about building a house with bricks. 
 
 
 

 

 10. Give this story a rating out of 10 depending on how much you enjoyed it. 
Write down a reason for giving the rating you did. 
                    10---------------------5----------------------1    
         This was a great story              This story was OK                 I didn’t like this story  

 

Explain how the wolf managed to destroy the houses of the 1st and 2nd pigs. 

   Yellow Hat Thinking (Good)      Black Hat Thinking (Bad) 

  

  

  

The Three Little Pigs 
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 REMEMBERING - What are the facts 
 
 
 
 
 

 UNDERSTANDING - Show that you understand the story 
 2. The wolf destroyed the first two pigs’ houses by blowing them over with his  

    breath. He must have had very strong lungs and the houses were not very  

    well built. 

 

 3. Map of the settings 
 
 
 

 The Three Little Pigs 
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 APPLYING - Using what you know from the story 
 4. Poster warning other pigs about the wolves in this forest 
 
 
 
 

 ANALYSING - Breaking down the story to show how it works 
 7. Story Web for The Three Little Pigs 
 
 
 
 
 

STORY WEB 
The Three Little Pigs 

Characters Settings 

  Three Little Pigs 
i wanted to leave home 
i one was smarter than  
 the others 

Big Bad Wolf 
i tricky 
i hungry 

The Forest 
i House of Straw 
i House of Sticks 
i House of Bricks 

Plot 

Outcome 
 

Don’t trust Big Bad 
Wolves 

Themes Problem Feelings 
The 3 little pigs have 
to leave home. 
There is a sneaky 
wolf who wants to 
eat them. 
 

They are excited 
about having their 
own houses to live 
in. 

Action 

The wolf destroys 
the straw and stick 
houses. 
 

The 2 little pigs 
escape and go to 
the house of bricks. 
 
The wolf climbs 
down the chimney. 

The pigs outsmart 
the wolf. 
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   Yellow Hat Thinking (Good)      Black Hat Thinking (Bad) 

1. Wolves can’t blow down brick 

houses. 
 

2. Brick houses are much warmer 

    than houses made of hay and  

    straw. 
 

 

3. The rain doesn’t get in. 

1. It takes a lot of skill to stack the 

    bricks properly. 
 

2. You have to buy or make bricks -  

    you can find sticks lying around in 

    the forest. 
 

3. Brick houses are not very good in  

    earthquakes. 

 CREATING - Coming up with new ideas 
 8. A gadget for the pigs so that the Big Bad Wolf cannot find them 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 EVALUATING - Sorting out the good from the bad 
 9. Building a house with bricks 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 10. My Rating 

      I would give this story 7 out of 10. It was good that the Big Bad Wolf got  

      what was coming to him and the 3 Little Pigs can now live happily ever after,  

      but I didn’t think it was very nice the way they boiled him in the pot of boiling 

      water. That was a bit gruesome. 


